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An Experimental Investigation of
the Transient Characteristics on a
Flat-Plate Heat Pipe During
Startup and Shutdown Operations
This work presents an experimental investigation of the thermal performance of a
plate heat pipe during startup and shutdown operations. Using the analytical m
developed in a previously study, analytical and experimental results on the effect of
power and cooling heat transfer coefficient on the thermal performance of the heat
are presented and discussed. The results indicate that the wick in the evaporator s
provides the largest resistance to the heat transfer process followed by the wick i
condenser section. It is found that the heat transfer coefficient has an insignificant
on the maximum temperature difference across the heat pipe where this difference
to the maximum difference on the outside surfaces of the flat-plate heat pipe. Howev
expected, the input heat flux has a substantial effect on the temperature rise whe
temperature rise refers to the temperature increase on the outside surface of the
pipe. It is found that the temperature difference across the heat pipe depends main
the input power. The heat transfer coefficient strongly affects the time it takes to r
steady state while input power has a substantially smaller effect. Empirical correlat
for the maximum temperature rise, the maximum temperature difference and the
constants are obtained. The experimental results are compared with the analytical re
and are found to be in very good agreement.@S0022-1481~00!01803-X#
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1 Introduction

The flat-plate heat pipe finds numerous applications such a
electronics cooling and spacecraft radiator segments~Chi @1# and
Peterson@2#!. The flat-shaped heat pipe also finds applications
very localized heat dissipation where it is difficult to effective
utilize a conventional cylindrical heat pipe due to the limited h
source and sink areas. However, the research work on heat
has been mainly focused on the traditional cylindrical heat p
for a wide variety of applications, and there is far less work co
ducted on the flat-plate heat pipe. In earlier studies by Vafai
his co-workers, both analytical and numerical investigations w
conducted for the vapor and fluid flows as well as for the h
transfer characteristics for the startup process of a flat-plate
pipe. Vafai and Wang@3# investigated the overall performance
an asymmetrical rectangular flat-plate heat pipe. They develop
pseudo-three-dimensional analytical model for steady incompr
ible vapor flow in the flat-plate heat pipe. Detailed physics of
transport processes within the heat pipe were analyzed and e
lished. Zhu and Vafai@4# conducted a three-dimensional analy
cal and numerical study for the steady incompressible vapor
liquid flow in an asymmetrical flat-plate heat pipe. Their resu
demonstrated that the vapor velocity profile is nonsimilar a
asymmetrical and that the transverse pressure variations are s
Later, Zhu and Vafai@5# developed an analytical model to predi
the transient thermal behavior of asymmetrical flat-plate h
pipes during the startup process. The temperature distribut
within the heat pipe walls and liquid-saturated wicks were o
tained analytically. Wang and Vafai@6# developed an analytica
model for predicting the thermal performance of flat-plate h
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pipes for startup and shutdown operations. The effects of in
power and heat transfer coefficient on the performance of
flat-plate heat pipe were investigated.

There is a very limited number of experimental investigatio
available on flat-plate heat pipes. Furthermore, these few inve
gations reported system-specific applications and testing data
the flat-plate heat pipes. In addition, the heat pipes utilized
these experiments were based on a simpler structure than t
proposed and analyzed by Vafai et al. Among the very few
perimental investigations in this area, the works of Kikuchi et
@7#, Basiulis et al.@8#, and Thomson et al.@9# can be cited. Kiku-
chi et al. @7# had carried out experiments on an electrohydrod
namic flat-plate heat pipe. The heat pipe was 100 cm in length
10 cm in width, and employed three electrodes. The orientatio
the heat pipe was horizontal in their study and Freon 11 and
were separately used as working fluids. It was found that Freon
was superior to Freon 113 from the point of view of therm
transport. Heat transport capabilities up to 150W were record
Basiulis et al.@8# conducted experiments to test the performan
of flat-plate heat pipes for cooling printed wiring boards. A ma
mum power input up to 100 W and heat fluxes up to 2 W/c2

were reported for the tested heat pipes. Thomson et al.@9# per-
formed experiments to investigate the application of flat-plate h
pipes in cooling of high-power amplifiers~HPA! for communica-
tion satellites. The surface temperatures of the heat pipe w
measured for three different input powers. In the above studies
vertical wicks were reported and the condensate return path
not specified. Additional works dealing with some restricted
pects of flat-plate heat pipes can be found in Refs.@10–16#. Once
again, it should be noted that the heat pipes utilized in these w
were substantially simpler in form than that analyzed by Va
et al. @4,6,17#. A more recent investigation of the thermal perfo
mance of a flat plate heat pipe is given in Wang and Vafai@18#.

In this work, an experimental and analytical investigation
9;
000 by ASME AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 525
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conducted to characterize the thermal performance of a flat-p
heat pipe. The effects of input heat flux and heat transfer co
cient on the thermal performance of a flat-plate heat pipe
investigated experimentally. The temperature and heat flux di
butions as well as empirical correlations for the maximum te
perature rise, the maximum temperature difference within the h
pipe, and time constants are presented. The experimental re
are compared with the analytical results by Wang and Vafai@6#.

2 Analytical Modeling
The analytical model for startup and shutdown operations

veloped in Wang and Vafai@6# was utilized to predict the perfor
mance of the experimental heat pipe. A summary description
the essential parts of the analytical modeling is given below.

The main assumptions for the analysis for the flat plate h
pipe are~1! the heat transfer in the wick is by conduction,~2! the
temperature in the vapor phase is uniform at any given time,~3!
the thermal properties of the heat pipe wall and the wick are ta
to be constant, and~4! heat transfer along the top heat pipe w
and wick in the longitudinal direction is small and is neglected

For a startup operation, the heat transfer process in the heat
is divided into five regimes. The first regime starts when powe
turned on and ends when the thermal front reaches the wall-w
interface of the evaporator section. Following this period is
second regime, which starts when the thermal front resumes f
the wall-wick interface and ends when the thermal front reac
the wick-vapor interface of evaporator section. In the third
gime, the thermal front resumes from the wick-vapor interface
reaches the wick-wall interface of the condenser section.
fourth regime starts when the thermal front progresses from
wick-wall interface and ends when the thermal front reaches
outside wall surface of condenser section. In the fifth and fi
regime, the outside wall surface of the condenser section begi
increase. For the shutdown operation, the input power is zero
there is only one regime. During this regime, the heat pipe te
peratures in all heat pipe walls and wicks decrease with time

For each period, the temperature distributions in the heat p
walls and wicks along the normal direction are presented us
second-order formulations, which are functions of time. Based
separate energy balance for heat pipe walls and wicks and i
face energy and temperature balance at the wall-wick and w
vapor interfaces, detailed analytical models are developed
each regime in the startup operation. For a shutdown opera
similar procedure was utilized and a separate model is obtai
The derived models consist of close systems of equations, w
can be solved numerically.

In the simulation, the temperature distribution within the he
pipe at the end of the startup operation is taken as the in
temperature distribution for the shutdown operation. In this wo
the steady-state conditions are assumed to have been reac
the relative deviation between the input and output power is
than 0.2 percent. Similarly, during the shutdown operation, i
assumed that the heat pipe reaches its original temperature
temperature rise at the outside wall surface of the evaporator
tion is less than 0.3°C~@6#!.

3 Experimental Setup and Procedure
Figure 1 is a schematic of the flat-plate heat pipe. The heat

was 190.50 mm in length, 139.70 mm in width, and 34.93 mm
height. The working fluid for the heat pipe was water. The h
pipe walls were made of copper plate, 3.175 mm thick. Attach
to the inner surfaces of the heat pipe wall are porous wicks
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, vertical wicks are used to provide
secondary return mechanism for the condensate. The vapor re
is composed of four identical channels. The wicks were compo
of sintered copper powder with a thickness of 1.651 mm. The p
radius of the wicks was 3.131025 m and their porosity was 50
percent. The permeability of the wicks was 7310212 m2. A flex-
ible heater~139.7 mm in length and 50.8 mm in width!, specially
526 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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designed for this experiment~Watlow Company, Inc.!, was at-
tached along the centerline of the top surface of the heat pipe.
exposed side of the heater was insulated. The heat pipe ca
divided into four sections, i.e., one evaporator section on the
center, two smaller identical condenser sections on the top,
cated on either side of the evaporator section, and a larger
denser section on the bottom~Fig. 1!.

Figure 2 is a schematic of the experimental setup. The heat
was oriented horizontally in the experiment. A Lexan fram
34.93 mm in thickness, was constructed to house the heat p
The function of the Lexan frame was threefold:~1! to support the
heat pipe,~2! to reduce the heat loss through the four edges of
heat pipe, and~3! to insure uniformity of gap thickness around th
heat pipe. Taking into account thermal expansion, the inner
mensions of the frame are made larger than the outside dimen
of the heat pipe, and a flexible insulation material 2 mm in thic
ness was installed between the Lexan frame and the heat pipe
flexible insulation material allows the heat pipe to expand at
evated temperatures. The flexible insulation material also redu
the heat loss through the four edges of the heat pipe.

A channel was designed to house the frame. The cross se
of the channel was rectangular~Fig. 2b! and its inner dimensions
were 217 mm in width, and 45 mm in height. The length of t
channel was 540 mm. The frame enclosing the heat pipe
securely mounted within the chamber.

The center part of the top wall of the channel was detacha
The thermocouple wires and the power cord were fed through
detachable top wall; therefore the thermocouple wires and
power cord caused a minimal disturbance on the fluid fl
through the channel. In order to seal the top detachable p
another Lexan plate as well as a gasket were used as shown in
2~b!. To insure uniform channel height for each of the three ch
nels, identical spacers were constructed for each section as sh
in Fig. 2. This design produces three channels for the water fl
as shown in Fig. 2~b!.

Cooling water enters the water tank through the water suppl
shown in Fig. 2~a!. The water pressure and flow rate were sta
lized by the water tank. The cooling water enters the test sect
which houses the heat pipe frame and the heat pipe. The flow
was measured with two float flow meters with different flow ra

Fig. 1 Schematic of the flat-plate heat pipe: „a… geometry of
the heat pipe, „b… cross-sectional view of the heat pipe
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup: „a… experimental system, „b… cross-sectional view of the chan-
nel, „c… location of thermocouples on the heat pipe surfaces
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ranges. The measured parameters include temperatures on th
pipe surface, the temperature of the cooling water at inlet
outlet, the flow rate, and the input power. In each experime
run, the average heat transfer coefficient was maintained cons

Thirty E-type thermocouples were utilized to measure the
and bottom surface temperatures at the centerline of the heat
with fifteen on each surface of the heat pipe. In order to reduce
disturbance, a 6-mm by 0.3-mm groove was machined in the
pipe walls and a high conductivity cement was used to imbed
thermocouples within the heat pipe wall. The spacing betw
ransfer
heat
nd
tal
tant.
op
pipe
the
eat
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adjacent thermocouples was 12.7 mm, except for the ther
couples at the end, which were separated 19.1 mm from e
other, as shown in Fig. 2~c!.

In order to monitor the heat loss through the insulated surfa
thermocouples were also installed on both the inner and o
surfaces of the Lexan frame. In addition, two thermocouples w
incorporated to monitor the cooling water temperature at the i
and outlet, and three thermocouples were mounted on the i
surface of the bottom channel wall directly beneath the heat p
The room temperature was also measured with two ther
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 527
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couples. The temperature data was collected through a data a
sition system. The temperatures were sampled every second
data were collected through the data acquisition system.

For a typical experimental run, the flow rate was adjusted t
desired level. After reaching a steady flow rate, a desired he
power was applied. The power supply was turned off wh
steady-state conditions were achieved. The steady-state cond
were assumed to have been reached when the changes o
maximum temperature reading was less than 0.2°C within at l
90 seconds. Experiments were conducted to investigate the
mal behavior of the heat pipe during startup and shutdown p
cesses. In addition, to analyze the cyclical operation of the h
pipe during startup and shutdown processes, the power was tu
back on when initial conditions were achieved after the shutdo
process and the procedure described above was repeated.

4 Data Reduction and Uncertainty Analysis
The heat fluxes on the outside surface of the heat pipe w

calculated by

qe5
Q

Ae
(1)

whereQ is the power supply andAe the heat transfer area of th
evaporator section. The heat transfer coefficient was obtained

hconv5
Q

Ac~Twa,oc2T`!
(2)

whereTwa,oc is the average temperature on the outside conde
surfaces at steady state andT` is the temperature of cooling wa
ter, Ac is the heat transfer area of the condenser section, and

qc5hconv~Twa,oc~ t !2T`~ t !! (3)

whereqc is the heat flux over the entire condenser section. T
temperature at the heat pipe wall-wick interface of the evapor
section can be found from

Tww,e~ t !5Twa,oe~ t !2
qehwa

kwa
(4)

where Tww,e(t) is the temperature at the wall-wick interfac
Twa,oe(t) is the outside wall temperature of the evaporator sec
and hwa and kwa are the thickness and conductivity of the he
pipe wall. The temperature at the heat pipe wall-wick interface
the condenser section is similarly obtained from

Tww,c~ t !5Twa,oc~ t !1
qc~ t !hwa

kwa
. (5)

It should be noted that Eqs.~4! and ~5! provide a linear extrapo-
lation of instantaneous experimental data based on the meas
surface temperatures. As such they approximate the thermal
age, which is implicitly built in the measured surface temperat
values. It should be noted that the storage terms for all differ
layers of the flat-plate heat pipe are fully accounted for in
analytical solution. Since the thermal conductivity of the so
wall is relatively high, the following approximation is invoked a
the heat pipe wall-wick interface in the evaporator section
extrapolating the data

Twa,oe~ t !>Tww,e~ t !. (6)

Similarly, the following approximation is made at the heat pi
wall-wick interface in the condenser section for extrapolat
data:

Twa,oc~ t !>Tww,c~ t !. (7)

An energy balance between the evaporator section and the
denser section yields

qwv,e~ t !Ae5qwv,c~ t !Ac (8)
528 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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whereqwv,e andqwv,c are the heat fluxes at the wick vapor inte
faces of the evaporator and condenser section, respectively.
suming a linear temperature distribution, these heat fluxes ca
represented as

qwv,e~ t !5kw

Tww,e~ t !2Tv~ t !

hw
(9)

qwv,c~ t !5kw

Tv~ t !2Tww,c~ t !

hw
(10)

whereTv(t) is vapor temperature, andhw andkw are the thickness
and conductivity of the wick. The conductivity of the wick can b
determined by~@1#!

kw5keff5klFkl1ks2~12«!~kl2ks!

kl1ks1~12«!~kl2ks!
G . (11)

Substituting Eqs.~8! and ~9! into ~7! yields

Tn~ t !5
AeTwa,oe~ t !1AcTwa,oc~ t !

Ae1Ac
. (12)

The maximum uncertainty in temperature and power sup
readings was6 0.1°C and6 3.4 percent, respectively. The un
certainty in the measurement of the thickness of the walls
wicks was6 0.001 mm while the uncertainty in the measureme
of the length, width, and height was about6 0.01 mm. Using the
method of Kline and McClintock@19#, the uncertainties in the
heat transfer coefficient measurement were determined and
displayed in Table 1. The overall energy balance was a
checked and was found to be satisfied well within less than f
percent.

5 Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the temporal temperature rise for the outs

surface of the heat pipe for different input heat fluxes. As e
pected, the maximum top wall surface temperature increases
an increase in input heat flux. However, an increase in the in
heat flux has less of an effect on the bottom surface temperatu
the heat pipe since the heat flux at the condenser section is sm
than that of the evaporator section. The time that it takes for
startup operation to reach steady state is almost the same for
four cases, which indicates that input power has an insignific
effect on the startup time over the range considered in this w
The input heat flux-time histories are plotted in Fig. 4 for the fo
cases shown in Fig. 3. As expected, the heat flux in the conde
section increases with an increase in the input heat flux.

Figure 5 shows the transient temperature rise on the out
wall surface of the heat pipe for different heat transfer coe
cients. As shown in Fig. 5, increasing the heat transfer coeffic
reduces the wall surface temperatures on both the evaporato
condenser sections. As can be seen in Fig. 5, increasing the
transfer coefficient reduces the time it takes to reach steady s
The heat flux-time histories for various heat transfer coefficie
are plotted in Fig. 6. As can been seen in Fig. 6, for a fixed in
power increasing the heat transfer coefficient reduces the tim
takes to reach steady-state conditions. For all these figures
maximum deviation for the relative temperature errors betw
analytical and experimental results is from 2.4 percent to
percent.

Figures 3 to 6 show excellent agreement between the meas
and the analytical heat flux and temporal temperature distr

Table 1 Uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient measurements

hconv,
W/~m2°C!

285 500 800 1000 1260

ehconv
65.8% 67.6% 610.1% 611.8% 613.9%
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 3 Temporal temperature rise for the outside surfaces of the heat pipe for different
input heat fluxes
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tions. As can be seen in Figs. 3 and 5, the measured temper
distributions are a little lower than the analytical temperature d
tributions under steady-state conditions. This can be attribute
the secondary heat conduction path, i.e., the longitudinal con
tion across the top heat pipe wall, which was not considered in
analytical model.
ransfer
ture
is-

to
uc-
the

Figures 7 and 8 show the outside surface temperature distr
tions in thez direction for two typical cases. Strictly speaking, th
heat transfer along the top wall is two-dimensional, normal
well as along the wall. The heat is predominantly transferred
the normal direction from the evaporator section to the conden
section through the evaporation of working fluid and condensa
Fig. 4 Heat flux variations for different power inputs
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 529
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Fig. 5 Temporal temperature rise for the outside wall of the heat pipe for various heat
transfer coefficients
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of the vapor. The top wall also provides a secondary conduc
path for the heat flow in the longitudinal direction. However, th
is a relatively minor pathway as evidenced from the good ag
ment between earlier cited model by Wang and Vafai@6# and the
experimental results. Heat transfer through the secondary path
AUGUST 2000
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enhance the heat pipe performance by reducing its maximum
perature rise and the maximum temperature difference within
heat pipe.

The transient temperature distributions in the normal direct
are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10 for two different input heat fluxes.
Fig. 6 Effect of heat transfer coefficient variations on the heat flux distribution
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 7 Temperature distribution along the z-direction at different times: q eÄ5580 WÕm2,
h convÄ285 WÕ„m2°C…
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can be seen in Figs. 9 and 10, the wick in the evaporator sec
contributes the largest resistance to the total heat transfer.
wick in the condenser section also offers a significant resistanc
the total heat transfer resistance. After the power is turned off,
heat pipe tends to have a more uniform temperature distributio
ransfer
tion
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compared to the startup operation.
Figure 11 shows that a decrease in the heat transfer coeffic

or an increase in input heat flux results in an increase in
maximum temperature rise. However, the maximum tempera
difference within the heat pipe is not sensitive to the change
Fig. 8 Temperature distribution along the z-direction at different times: q e
Ä15500 WÕm2, h convÄ1230 WÕ„m2°C…
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 531
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Fig. 9 Transient temperature distribution along the normal direction: q eÄ5580 WÕm2,
h convÄ285 WÕ„m2°C…
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eat
the heat transfer coefficient. The maximum temperature rise re
to the largest temperature increase on the outside surface o
heat pipe. As can be seen in Fig. 11, variations in the heat tran
coefficient have less of an effect beyondhconv.1000 W/m2. It can
be seen in Fig. 11 that the deviation between the experimenta
UGUST 2000
fers
f the
sfer

and

the analytical results is quite small. However, the deviation
creases with an increase in the input power. This maybe attrib
to larger contributions of the secondary conduction path for hig
input heat fluxes.

Variations of maximum temperature rise in terms of the h
Fig. 10 Transient temperature distribution along the normal direction: q eÄ15500 WÕm2,
h convÄ1060 WÕ„m2°C…
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 11 Effect of variations in heat transfer coefficient and input power on the maxi-
mum temperature rise
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transfer coefficient and input heat flux can be represented
shown in Fig. 12. This leads to an empirical correlation giv
below:

umax5S 9.661
1.57

hconv
Dqe31024 (13)

where

5580 W/m2<qe<15,500 W/m2

285 W/~m2°C!<hconv<1260 W/~m2°C!.

In the above equations,qe is the input heat flux in W/m2 andhconv
is the heat transfer coefficient in W/~m2°C!. The empirical corre-
lation predicts the data with an average error of 1.6 percent.
expected, as in many empirical relationships, Eq.~13! includes
system dependent parameters within it. Due to various param
that are involved in the flat plate heat pipe, more general relat
ships can be obtained through the use of analytical results
sented in Wang and Vafai@6# which have been shown in th
present work to be in very good agreement with the experime
results.

Figure 13 displays the maximum temperature difference wit
the heat pipe as a function of the input heat flux, where t
difference refers to the maximum temperature difference on
outside surfaces of the flat plate heat pipe. As shown in Fig.
the heat transfer coefficient has an insignificant effect on
maximum temperature difference. The heat input is the main
tor, which determines the maximum temperature difference. F
ure 13 indicates that the analytical maximum temperature dif
ence is slightly larger than the measured one, which could
attributed to the secondary heat transfer path as discussed p
ously. Based on Fig. 13, the following correlation can
obtained:

DTmax520.3011qe31023, 5580 W/m2,qe,15,500 W/m2

(14)

where,qe is the input heat flux in W/m2.
Figure 14 shows the time constants for both analytical and

perimental results. These time constants are defined as the ti
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takes for the temperature rise to reach 63.2 percent of its ma
mum value for a startup operation, and likewise as the time
takes for the temperature rise to drop 63.2 percent for a shutdo
operation. As can be seen, there is a very good agreement betw
the analytical and experimental results. Based on the results giv
in Fig. 14, the following empirical correlations for the heat pipe
time constants for the startup and shutdown operations a
obtained:

tc,up535.220.0341hconv1.5031025hconv
2 ,

285 W/~m2°C!,hconv,1260 W/~m2°C! (15)

tc,down531.720.0321hconv11.4431025hconv
2 ,

285 W/~m2°C!,hconv,1260 W/~m2SDC! (16)

Fig. 12 Compact representation of the maximum temperature
rise in terms of the heat transfer coefficient and input heat flux
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 533
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Fig. 13 Effect of input heat flux on the maximum temperature
difference

Fig. 14 Time constants for different input heat fluxes for star-
tup and shutdown operations

Fig. 15 Temporal temperature distribution for a cyclical opera-
tion: q eÄ8830 WÕm2, h convÄ1260 WÕ„m2°C…
534 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
wherehconv is the heat transfer coefficient in W/~m2°C!. Equation
~15! predicts the experimental results with an average deviatio
8.4 percent for the startup operation, while Eq.~16! predicts the
experimental results with an average deviation of 14.7 percen
the shutdown operation. It should be noted that the four vert
wicks and four edges also affect the time constants.

Figures 15 and 16 show the temporal temperature distribut
on the outside surfaces of the heat pipe for a cyclical operat
For the second and the consequent operation cycles, the in
temperature was taken as zero in the analysis, while that was
the case on the experimental side. As shown in Figs. 15 and
the initial temperature for the consequent startup operation d
not affect the overall performance significantly. Therefore, E
~13!–~16! can be utilized for the startup and shutdown proces
during any of the operational cycles.

6 Conclusions
This work presents an analytical and experimental investiga

of the thermal performance of a flat-plate heat pipe during sta
and shutdown operations. The effects of input power and the
transfer coefficient on the thermal performance of the heat p
are investigated. The results show that the wick in the evapor
section provides the largest part of the total thermal resista
and the wick in the condenser section also contributes a signifi
part of the total resistance. It is found that the maximum tempe
ture rise increases linearly with input heat flux. For smaller valu
of the convective heat transfer coefficient~below 500W/~m2°C!!,
increasinghconv results in a decrease in the maximum temperat
rise, while for larger heat transfer coefficients~above
700W/~m2°C!!, increasinghconv would have a relatively insignifi-
cant effect on the maximum temperature rise.

It was also found that the maximum temperature differen
within the heat pipe mainly depends on the input power wh
variations in the heat transfer coefficient did not have a signific
effect. The heat transfer coefficient strongly affects the time
takes to reach steady state while input power has only a sl
effect. Empirical correlations for the maximum temperature r
as a function of input heat flux and heat transfer coefficient, a
the maximum temperature difference as a function of input h
flux were determined. Correlations were also given for the ti
constants in terms of heat transfer coefficients. The experime
results for the maximum outside surface temperature rise, m
mum temperature difference, heat flux, and time constants w
compared with the analytical results and were found to be in v
good agreement.

Fig. 16 Temporal temperature distribution for a cyclical opera-
tion: q eÄ14,000 WÕm2, h convÄ1210 WÕ„m2°C…
Transactions of the ASME
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Nomenclature

A 5 heat input area, m2

h 5 thickness, m
hconv 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/~m2°C!

H 5 height of the heat pipe, m
k 5 thermal conductivity, W/~m°C!
q 5 heat flux, W/m2

Q 5 power input rate, W
t 5 time, seconds

tc 5 time constant, seconds
T 5 temperature, °C
y 5 normal coordinate
z 5 normal coordinate

DT 5 temperature difference, °C
« 5 porosity

«hconv 5 uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient
u 5 temperature rise, °C

Subscript

c 5 condenser
down5 shutdown operation

e 5 evaporator
eff 5 effective

l 5 liquid
max 5 maximum

oc 5 outside surface of condenser section
oe 5 outside surface of evaporator section
s 5 solid

up 5 startup operation
v 5 vapor
w 5 wick

wa 5 wall
wv 5 wick and vapor interface
ww 5 wall and wick interface

` 5 environment
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